NPLEx & Paladin POS
Preventing the creation of Methamphetamine
A real-time solution to track and prevent the creation of illegal substances.
Pharmacies are challenged with preventing the creation of harmful substances, and keeping up
with the frequent compliance changes. “One of the most significant challenges facing
communities across America is the illegal manufacturing of [meth].1 ” Federal legislation requires
pharmacies to keep careful track of pseudoephedrine (PSE) products due to their use illegal
meth. Products such as allergy and cold medicine often include the PSE ingredient, and are
typically targeted medications for meth manufacturing. PSE product purchase recording allows
review by law enforcement agencies to meet these legislative requirements.
Transactions involving pseudoephedrine products must be recorded. When done manually, it is
a time consuming task. With Paladin and NPLEx (National Precursor Log Exchange), your POS
system provides a quick solution that doesn’t require hours of logging and reporting. NPLEx
offers a “real-time electronic monitoring of precursor purchases1 ” that “helps law enforcement
track down individuals who purchase over legal limits.1 ” Paladin POS makes compliancy and
PSE tracking simple.
Value
Paladin integrated with NPLEx in early 2012, and proudly supports the legislations and
compliancy laws that pharmacists are held to. After the integration, Paladin became a stronger
POS solution for pharmacies across the nation.
NPLEx is used to track and record the purchases of precursor products millions of times each
day. “A small percentage of people buy [PSE] medications with the intent of diverting a
component into [meth],1 ” and it has fallen on the pharmacists to make sure individuals don’t
purchase more than the allotted allowance.
Let Paladin POS system take care of compliancy for you. Paladin and NPLEx strengthen your
business, eliminate the manual purchase logs, and keep your pharmacy compliant.
1 This information is from NPLEx Service website.
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Features
The Paladin POS and NPLEx solution meet all the requirements for PSE product accounting
and reporting. When a transaction exceeds the limits, a warning message is immediately
brought up to suggest a cancelation of the sale. NPLEx offers a real-time tracking service that
is included in your Paladin system.
Other features include:
•
•
•

Electronic signature capture and storage
Real-time product monitoring
Automatic updates

Benefits
With meth precursor tracking built into your Paladin system, you receive real-time information
keeping your pharmacy compliant. NPLEx is run through the web, and does not require any
additional purchases. The only requirement to track PSE products is an internet connection.
The Paladin POS and NPLEx interface eliminates recording errors and saves time with point of
purchase recording. Automatically keep track of PSE products with items scanned by your point
of sale.
Other benefits include:
•
•

NPLEx integration
HIPAA compliance

The Paladin Advantage:
•
•
•
•

Improved customer checkout experience
Real-time warnings and reports
More time for patient care
Affordable

If you have questions about the NPLEx and Paladin POS integration, contact us at
1-800-725-2346 or click here to email us. We look forward to hearing from you.
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